
BAAC Bracelet / Charm Fundraiser 
 

We are very excited to announce that we will be selling Embrace The Difference 
Bracelets as a fundraiser for BAAC with a team specific bracelet and necklace!   
 

Embrace The Difference® Collection is based on the symbol of interconnected circles 
connected by a square. The square is the Difference but an integral part of the circle. The 
symbol was designed to spread a message of acceptance, kindness and give back to the 
community with every piece.  The collection is designed by Robyn Zimmer, the mother of a 
son with special needs. 

Learn more at www.EmbraceTheDifference.org 
Meaningful, unique jewelry.  Accept, be kind, and give back! Exclusive to ReedsJenss. 

 
Each item purchased through this fundraiser will raise $10 - $30 for BAAC (amounts 

dependent on item).  What’s even better is that there are a bunch of bracelets that are purple 
and green - our team’s colors!  
 

SPECIAL for BAAC only – a BAAC charm!  There is a VERY LIMITED supply 
of the BAAC Charms (50) and the Buffalo Add On Charms (40).  

*Note:  The BAAC Charm may be paired with the Buffalo Add On Charm – they will only be 
available on the BAAC Necklace or bracelet of your choice.   

These are on a first-come-first-serve basis as the quantities are very l imited!!! 
 

 
 
 

BONUS!  Each BAAC Charm may be personalized at ReedsJenss – they will 
engrave on the back of it, you just need to bring the charm in!  
Examples:  SWIM MOM, SWIM GRANDMA, Name of Swimmer, Event / Time 
 

No matter what item(s) you choose, a portion of the proceeds are being donated to our 
swim team.   Please have your order invoice(s) into Jennifer Adams (716-308-1450 / 
Jennifer_Adams@verizon.net) by February 2nd for Valentines Day delivery.   Please pay in cash. 
 
Delivery anticipated by Thursday, February 8th. 
 



BAAC Charm / Buffalo Add On Charm Necklace    
  

SKU - BAACBUFNECK 
$35  - includes both charms and bracelet 
               
SKU - BAACNECK 
$30 – includes ONLY BAAC Charm 
 
 

 
BAAC Charm / Buffalo Add On Charm Bracelet    
 
 
 
 
 

 
SKU – (Bracelet SKU) + BAACBUF 
$35  - includes both charms and bracelet 
          
SKU - (Bracelet SKU) + BAAC 
$30 – includes ONLY BAAC Charm 
 
Example Shown Here:   

 
CUT HERE_________________________________________________________________ 
 

ORDER FORM: 
 
Name                  Address      Contact Phone# / Email  
  

 
 
 

 

 
SKU #           COST                QUANTITY          TOTAL COST     PAID 
     

     

     

 
      TOTAL AMOUNT COLLECTED: $______________ 

 
SKU Numbers are located on the Embrace The Difference website at: 

https://reedsjewelers.com/embrace-the-difference 
Simply click on the item you would like to purchase, and the SKU Number is located underneath the price.   


